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Geodesy is the scientific discipline that 
deals with the measurement and 
representation of the Earth, including 
its gravitational field, in a three-
dimensional time-varying space. 

Reference frames



Key question for reference frames: 

   How to determine positions when everything is 
moving? 

Plate tectonics Glacial isostatic adjustment Earthquakes

GGOS (Global Geodetic Observing System) goal for
 reference frame accuracy:

– 1 mm
– 0.1 mm/yr



The new geodetic observatory in Ny-Ålesund is a crucial part in a new 
global geodetic network with planed accuracy at sub-millimeter level!
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To fully exploit the new observatory we need to know:
-stability of the platforms and the area 
-local-ties
-geophysical processes



Data from GPS stations are analyzed on daily basis and 
combined to station coordinate time series

Tromsø

Plate tectonics and glacial isostatic adjustment are the dominant signals!



The Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA) signal 
is clearly visible after removing the plate tectonics



The uplift in Ny-Ålesund
is higher than expected
and vary with time!

5.6mm/yr

11.9mm/yr

6.2 mm/yr

9.1mm/yr

Average uplift:  7.8 mm/yr



Yearly uplift can be calculated from the time-series  

The yearly uplift varies from 1 mm/yr to 12 mm/yr

Blomstrandbreen 20021928



Mass balance is (anti-)correlated with the uplift

Kongsvegen



The Earth crust responds on ice mass changes! 

Convolving an elastic Green's function 
with the load (Farrell,1972)

1 m mean weq. ice melting  9.2 mm uplift in Ny-Ålesund→



The ice mass variations explain the changing uplift 
in Ny-Ålesund

1 m weq. ice
 melting  9.2 mm uplift 

→

Yearly uplift derived from the time series



Adding a “unknown” uplift of 3.5mm/yr gives an 
almost perfect fit until 2007

1 m weq. ice
 melting  9.2 mm uplift 

→

Yearly uplift derived from the time series



After 2007 we see some discrepancies  

-Surging glaciers in 2009?    

-M6.0 earthquake in Storfjorden 

-Changes in the spatial mass 
balance pattern?

  → 9.2 mm/yr/mweq ?



Model: 
GIA (ice mass changes)   Uplift: 4.3 mm/yr

Measured                             Uplift: 7.8 mm/yr  

Unexplained                         Uplift 3.5 mm/yr     
 

-Tectonics (close to mid Atlantic ridge)?
-Increased tectonics (Storfjorden eartquake)? 
-Underestimated ice mass loss?
-Rheological properties of the earth?  

WHY?

The uplift in Ny-Ålesund is larger than expected!

Other techniques and more observations are needed!



Gravity is an independent measure of land uplift

-0.2 μGal/yr

-3.2 μGal/yr 

-1.1 μGal/yr

Mean: -1.8 μGal/yr

Absolute Gravity

Superconducting 
Gravity



Also the change in gravity is larger than expected

Model:              Uplift: 4.3 mm/yr  Gravity: -1.1 μGal/yr 
  

Measurements: Uplift 8.8 mm/yr  Gravity: -1.8 μGal/yr

Unexplained:     Uplift 3.5 mm/yr  Gravity: -0.7 μGal/yr 
   

Unexplained Δg/Δh = -0.19 μGal/mm 



In 1998 a control network was established to monitor 
local and regional stability around Ny-Ålesund 

 Area: 50km * 30km

 Established in 1998

 5 days campaigns 
approx. each 3th year•
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Outer control network shows spatial variations 

Past and present ice mass variations can explain 
a large fraction of the variations

The lack of continuous observations reduce our 
ability to figure out what's going on



EPOS-N is the 
Norwegian node of the 
European EPOS project

Three components:

Component-1: EPOS e-infrastructure
  
Component-2: Infrastructure in the Arctic

Component-3: Solid Earth Science Forum

Id: 144



Our geodetic observing capacity in Arctic is today limited

EPOS-N project will fill out important gaps
(Partners: UiB, NORSAR, Kartverket, CMR, UiO, NGU)

x

x
x

x

x

x
Earthquakes



Summary:

● Ny-Ålesund is a key for global reference frames

● We observe large and varying uplift 
● variations agree with ice mass balance
● larger than predicted 

● Co-operation with glaciologist and geophysicists 
is necessary to understand what is going on
 

● Improved network e.g. the planned 
EPOS-N stations will give:

-Geophysical insight

-Constraints on mass balance

-A more accurate reference frame

Id: 100

Id:  98
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